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Ginkgo: high-performance open-source cross-platform 
C++ sparse linear algebra library
We support several sparse linear algebra components
like different formats: Coo, Csr, Ell, Sellp, Hybrid…
krylov solvers: CG, BiCG, BiCGStab, GMRES, IDR…
preconditioners: BlockJacobi, ParILU/IC, ISAI
batch functionalities and GPU-resident direct solver

https://ginkgo-project.github.io

https://ginkgo-project.github.io


Multigrid

…



Ginkgo flexible design for AMG
Ginkgo allows user to choose the smoother, coarsening method or precision 
individually for each level.



Flexible design - common case of multigrid
when passing one kind of smoother, coarsening method, and fixed precision,
it is a usual multigrid with fixed precision

multigrid::build()
    .with_max_levels(10u)
    .with_min_coarse_row(64u)
    .with_pre_smoother(sm) // postsmoother use the same smoother as presmoother by default
    .with_mg_level(pgm)
    .with_coarsest_solver(coarest_solver)
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Flexible design - mixed AMG
with different smoother and coarsening method, we can have AMG with the 
first layer in double precision but the rest of layers in single precision

multigrid::build()
    .with_max_levels(10u) // equal to NVIDIA/AMGX 11 max levels
    .with_min_coarse_row(64u)
    .with_pre_smoother(sm, sm_f)
    .with_mg_level(pgm, pgm_f)
    .with_level_selector(
        [](const size_type level, const LinOp*) -> size_type {
            // Only the first level is generated by MultigridLevel(double).
            // The subsequent levels are generated by MultigridLevel(float)
            return level >= 1 ? 1 : 0;
        })
    .with_coarest_solver(coarest_solver_f)



Flexible design - mixed AMG: fully controlled by user
with different smoother and coarsening method, we can have AMG with the 
first layer in double precision but the rest of layers in single precision
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            // Only the first level is generated by MultigridLevel(double).
            // The subsequent levels are generated by MultigridLevel(float)
            return level >= 1 ? 1 : 0;
        })
    .with_coarest_solver(coarest_solver_f)

Designed by users
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Flexible design - mixed AMG: fully controlled by user
What’s precision of 
Restriction and 
Prolongation between 
float and double layers?

during R, P computation
(on-the-fly)



AMG preconditioning MFEM CG

L-shape Beam



AMG preconditioning MFEM CG settings
We use 1 vcycle AMG as the preconditioner for MFEM CG.

CG: 300 max iteration and implicit relative residual reduction 1e-12

Use the same algorithm and the same hierarchy on NVIDIA AmgX and Ginkgo 
AMG

11 maximum layers, minimum 64 rows for coarseset level , weighted (0.9) 
Jacobi smoother - 1 iter for pre/post smoothing but 4 iter for coarsest solver.

The coarsening methods use Parallel Graph Match (PGM) with aggregation 
size 2
Mixed precision AMG uses the first level with double precision but the rest 
with single precision



MFEM AMG-PCG results



MFEM AMG-PCG results

Beam: Ginkgo DP up to 1.33x speedup
                           MP up to 1.34x speedup

L-Shape: Ginkgo DP up to 1.36x speedup
                                MP up to 1.5x speedup



Performance on MFEM Beam problem

MP gets up to 10% improvement against DP 



Performance on MFEM L-shape problem

MP gets up to 10% improvement against DP 



Recall title:
Mixed Precision Algebraic Multigrid on GPUs



Where is “s” of GPUs in title?
- multiple GPUs or multiple nodes?
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Where is “s” of GPUs in title?
- multiple GPUs or multiple nodes?

No. But Ginkgo is currently working on it

It is the different GPUs from different vendors - Nvidia, AMD, Intel

“cross-platform” 



Ginkgo provides the same interface but with native device language



Cross-platform of Ginkgo for easy use



Standalone AMG settings
100 maximum iteration

residual stopping criterion is 1e-9

We also put HYPRE as another reference here.

Note. HYPRE only supports PMIS fully on GPU, which is a different coarsening 
method than PGM.

Other settings are the same as Ginkgo settings.



Standalone AMG performance on V100

Ginkgo DP 0.8x ~ 1.3x speedup
              MP 1x ~ 1.4x  speedup



Standalone AMG performance on V100



Standalone AMG performance on MI100



Standalone AMG performance on Gen9



Half precision



Add half precision



V-cycle PCG result on H100(PCIE)



V-cycle PCG result on MI250X(1GCD)



Get more benefit from the half precision
We get the performance benefit from the coarse matrices, so the fraction of 
total performance is small.

F/W-Cycle -> Apply more times on the coarse level



W-cycle PCG result on H100(PCIE)



W-cycle PCG result on MI250X(1GCD)



But….

Directly using half precision does not give a free lunch like using single 
precision

need scaling or try bfloat16



Adjust position of the precision change



Different setting for Beam - #Iteration



Different setting for Beam - Runtime



Different Settings for L-Shape - #Iteration



Different Settings for L-Shape - Runetime



Conclusion
Ginkgo gives a flexible design such that user can choose different smoother, 
coarsening method, coarsest solver independently per layer. By this, we can 
also set up the mixed precision AMG from double/single/half precision

We show the competitive performance on Nvidia V100 on AMG 
preconditioning MFEM CG and standalone AMG against AmgX.

Ginkgo provides flexible Multigrid across AMD/Intel/Nvidia GPUs.
Also, we show the performance on GPUs from different vendors.



Try out Ginkgo
cross-platform
open-source
high-performance

https://ginkgo-project.github.io

https://ginkgo-project.github.io
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